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Dr. Steven Sherman - Medullary Thyroid Cancer: Systemic Treatment 

notes on presentation by Bill Prentice - what's involved in developing, testing, implementing chemo treatments for 

medullary Chemo's being developed and current trials are for distant metastatic disease... Disease that has spread 

outside the neck to distant organs or bones. Goal is to improve outcomes (what happens to the patient) such as 

measurable survival improvement, progression-free survival or survival without recurrence. Clinical trial process Phase 

I - drugs must have passed previous animal testing; 90% never make it to here. This is the first study, 20-40 patients, 

looking for max tolerable dose for the drug. Phase II - passed phase I, and know how much to give. Phase II is to study 

how effective drug is to kill or shrink disease Phase III - this trial is to test new drug against the current standard 

treatment. Is the new drug better? Must be a significant improvement over the standard. Disease response >20% growth 

>30% shrinkage In the middle is stable disease Until 2011, there were no effective chemo treatments for metastatic 

thyroid cancer Current drugs are based on targeting RET mutations All hereditary and most sporadic MTC is due to RET 

mutations. MTC is highly dependent on getting a blood supply - angiogenesis All current chemos inhibit RET, and also 

inhibit angiogenesis via veg-f process. This is how we got vandetanib and cabozantenib Vandetanib (Caprelsa) is a failed 

lung cancer drug. But it worked for MTC Initial human testing showed that a high number of patients had positive 

response to vandetanib (Dr Sam Wells) drug approved based on high level of progression-free survival. Overall survival 

has not been proven to be better - Why? Not enough time has passed to make that determination. Patients in study are 

still being tracked. Cabozantenib (Cometriq) Not developed for MTC; developed for brain cancer. Targets MET, and a 

very powerful inhibitor of RET. almost everyone in phase I study had shrinkage; 40% of people had >30% shrinkage. 

Phase II trial deemed unnecessary by FDA based on size of phase I trial. Phase III trial measured progression free AND 

overall survival, and showed a seven month improvement in progression-free survival. Researchers have not closed out 

the study yet, so final calculation of survival not available. Ret m918t had the best response. Coming up next: Ponatinib 

(leukemia drug) Dr. Wells and Dr. Gramza - in mice, MTC disappeared ( but people aren't mice!). Currently in phase II 

human testing. There are a lot of toxicities caused by these drugs( long list) Q: what do you say to doctors who prescribe 

Cabo or Vandetanib without going through alternative treatments first (i.e. the doctors are not following the treatment 

guidelines)? A: This is bad news. Doctors that are doing this are creating issues for their patients. Patients need to be 

informed consumers, and know the treatment protocols, and question their doctors when they recommend something 

outside the standard treatments. Best thing is to see a specialist who is well informed on the treatment protocols and 

recommendations for drug use. 
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